
HARMONIC CODES TO CONNECT WITH THE FAIRIES 

 

 
 

Learn why your help is so needed at this time of planetary Ascension—and how 
you can assist in the healing and Ascension of all of creation, including that of the 

fairies and elementals. 
 

Finally—the answers to all of your questions about the Fairy Realm! 
Including: 

 
·        What do real fairies look like? 

·        Do the fairies in Ireland respond to the same harmonic codes as the fairies 
in Australia? 

·        What do the fairies most want us to know during this Awakening Time? 
·        Do fairies exist in other realms? If so, what do they look like? 

·        How will I know if I am connecting with a fairy? 
·        How can the Healing Harmonic Ascension Codes for the Fairy Realm help 

me in my everyday life? What is their purpose? 
·        How do I call upon the fairies and befriend them? 

·        What is the fairies’ work and spiritual role? How can I help them, and how 
do they help me? 

 
 



Kindly tell us AAMichael, what students will benefit from in this teaching about 
the fairy realm, and why the NEW study of harmonic codes is important during 

this time of Ascension. 

First of all, fairies serve a HUGE purpose in your world. Not only now during this 
time of Ascension, but since the earliest time of your planet’s birth. The fairy 
realm is responsible for keeping the magnetic field which is closest to Mother 
Earth, attached to her. What does this mean? It means that without the support 
of the fairies and elementals, there would be gaping holes in the energy field 
closest to your Mother and without going to a place of fear, suffice it to say that 
this would never be a good and wise thing. If you begin to think of the importance 
of the fairies and elementals as supporting the foundation of earth, then you will 
come to realize their importance. Many in your world DO realize the importance 
of fairies and elementals. Many DO NOT. Those that do not, toss trash upon the 
ground (for the worker fairies to pick up and transmute energetically). Those that 
do not; violate other rules of harmony, grace, peace and tranquility. The fairy 
realm is largely responsible for anchoring the frequency of tranquility to the plant 
kingdom. Without tranquility in the plant kingdom, there would be no tranquility 
of the animal kingdom; without tranquility within the animal kingdom, there 
would be no tranquility within the human population.  

 



I am not saying that your plants, your animals, your people are totally tranquil. All 
one has to do is see the unrest, bloodshed and other forms of separateness to 
know that more work can and needs to be done. But WITHOUT a healthy fairy 
population (which I will speak of in a moment,) much more upheaval would be 
present…not only today but yesterday, last week, last year, decades ago and eons 
ago. In speaking about a healthy fairy population, one may wonder or question 
me. If fairies are energetic beings filled with love to help protect and support the 
plant kingdom largely, how can their population change? It can change very 
easily.  

Even though the fairy realm may be without a physical body, they of course, have 
light bodies and light bodies can diminish and light bodies can magnify. Every time 
a collection of activities occur that conspire to destroy or weaken the plant 
kingdom, the fairies trumpet an alarm. They trumpet their alarm as a beautiful 
melody of sound. It is not a harsh sound, rather one of the most beautiful 
sounding frequencies you might imagine if you have never heard the fairies 
trumpet yourself. They respond of course, to transmute the activity by man. 
Fairies are not needed to repair any destruction from the animal kingdom there 
are other divine sources for this.  

What do real fairies look like? 
 
Fairies come in all shapes and sizes relatively speaking, and they have different 
codes that mainly correspond either to their size or their function. Some fairies 
have more defined purpose than the one shared with you already. Some fairies 
are teeny, tiny, some almost invisible to those of you with sight. By comparison, 
the largest fairy I have ever witnessed was taller than your Empire State Bulding.  
Generally, they are the very first introduction into the unseen realms that a soul 
may experience as a child when introduced to their fairy Godmother, Peter Pan 
and many other examples of fairies in many different lands. If you imagine the 
most childlike, whimsical, playful, intelligent beings then you are beginning to 
image the fairy realm. Who on earth at some time if their lives has not dreamt of 
flying?  It is not my intent in our teaching to describe every fairy….much is 
already known of this on your planet. My intent is to invite each of you here to 
learn new, powerful and easy means to access them and encourage your 
spiritual growth, both seen and unseen.  



 
·        Do fairies exist in other realms? 

 
They most certainly do. There are many other billions upon billions of galaxies in 
your solar systems and in other systems and most galaxies have a fairy realm, or 
their version of the fairy realm on earth. If your minds have already come to the 
harmonic teaching allowing each of you to connect with other solar systems then 
you will have a good basis of the need to continue our teaching. To restate briefly 
from that teaching--harmonic codes allow you as a multidimensional person to 
reach higher, deeper, and help the frequencies of Christ Consciousness rise and 
rise higher and anchor the Ascension energies to earth.  
 

·        How do I call upon the fairies and befriend them? 
 

Ideally, at this time on earth it would be through the use of codes—harmonic 
codes from number sequences, though they are many other ways to create 
codes of interdimensionality using Ascension energy. We are-- you are-- in a way 
exercising the IAM presence through the regular use of not only these codes, but 
others. Some of which we have taught through this vessel already. I AM here to 
be perfect love and using harmonic codes to help support the fairy realm does 
just that. They spread love, kindness and can help the fairy population increase 
rather than decrease. Harmonics can also be colors and the arrangement of 
them. For those of you who have already come to my Ascended SpacesTM 
teaching, you know that there are harmonic clusters to enhance love, joy, 
prosperity, and harmony (any many others.) 
 
Allow me to complete our teaching about how the fairy population may wane and 
fall. Fairies can also be sustained in their sheer numbers which may approximate 
a million in one haven, but their POWER can diminish. A healthy, powerful fairy 
populous is vital to the vitality of your planet. To continue, what are some ways 
the fairy realm can diminish?  
 
Pollution, air, water and land 
Violence 
Overpopulation in places in your planet 
Overuse or improper use of the land including chemical additives affecting plants 
and soil, water and air.  
These are the main ways a healthy active, wonderfully majestic fairy population 
can lose frequency.  
 

What are the harmonic codes we can use to strengthen the fairies? 



 
The following codes will be useful in connecting with fairies on earth by groupings 
of size. To connect with the small to invisible fairies including some gnomes— 

• 8 9 10 
Next, the harmonic to connect with “medium sized” fairies of all descriptions— 
• 10, 15, 35 
Next, the harmonic code to connect/help elevate the “larger sized” fairies 
including those fairies associated with some mythology including the Light 
Giants: 
• 99, 88, 77, 66, 55 
There are also codes that a soul can use to call upon a specific region of 
fairies. For example: the collective fairies population that rule over the trees 
in London, England may be a bit different than the harmonic code used to 
connect with the collective of fairies in Amsterdam, or Munich, or Los Angeles, 
or Lima. It is not an overwhelming task however, for those of you who wish to 
be students in codes. You do not have to memorize every code for every 
city/region.  
 
You may use these codes to invoke, help sustain  
• various sizes of fairies 
• various plant forms by broad category and thereby supporting the fairies 

that work within that region 
• various regions on your planet 
• various other galaxies 
• various land masses 
 
The following are universal codes at this level of sharing to connect with  
broad spectrum or collective plant life (and thus supporting the fairies): 

• grasses: 123 123  
• lichen: 122 122  
• shrubs: 8989 
• flowers: 99996 
• woodland trees: 1111 
• trees in prairies: 11115 
• all other plants…tropical and otherwise: 1111111 

 
In one sense it makes no difference if you choose to use all of these codes with 
moderation, or if a person chooses to stick with connecting with fairies by their 
size. All with intent will be receive. Be sure that your intent in pure. What does 
this mean? Using, saying, drawing these codes indiscriminately may actually 
fracture the energy further. So, before invoking them a simple intention setting 



would be wise. Your intent may be to support and restore the fairy kingdom to its 
original glory. That would be one way to demonstrate being pure of intent. 
 
Let’s finish this lesson by sharing some of the harmonic codes by citing some 
regions which when used, can sustain the magical fairies who do need and ask 
for human support now more than ever! (Note: These codes will have intended 
spaces…as we get a bit more complex about our work, which can be indicated 
with a space on paper, or by pausing with one’s voice.) I am selecting some 
regions where the fairies are working overtime, Places where either mankind’s 
greed or anger has damaged the plant kingdom or the fairy population is low in 
number at this time. Your magnificent minds may know of others. This list is by 
no means, the entire list. By the way, even botanical gardens and other 
arboretums where there has only been love and tenderness and restoration to 
their creation have fairies that attend to them. That primary code for this would 
be: 111 111 111 222. 
 
In no particular order, regions in need of harmonic coding at this time are: 
 

• Guatemala- 99 88 77 66 55 44 33 22 1 
• Croatia-99 88 55 33 11 99 
• Germany-99 77 99 33 66 11 
• Columbia-99 66 22 55 88 
• India-99 88 99 88 
• Switzerland- 99 55 99 55 11 

 
Do the fairies in Ireland respond to the same harmonic codes as the fairies in 

Australia? 
 
If you are choosing to code by collective size, not region, or plant kingdom. 

 
·        How will I know if I am connecting with a fairy?  

 
Many of you will find that after using any of these codes in moderation as these 
codes CARRY ENERGY that your awareness, focus and intent upon this most 
magical realm will grow with inner knowing, and in other ways. Many of you see 
the fairies, feel them, or at least imagine them. There is no region on your earth 
that they do not exist…even if in some places their numbers may be small.  
 
 



 
 

Any final words AAMichael? 

Live in peace with your plant kingdom. Live in peace within yourselves. The next 
time you may lean down to pick a wildflower if you must, attend to it first with a 
healing energetic code so that more fairies can restore its absence.  

·        What do the fairies most want us to know during this Awakening Time? 
 

They want you to know what Source desires you to know, that each of you have 
more power than you know and that all living beings have choices to make every 
day. Do you wish to destroy your plant kingdom or do you wish to restore it? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  


